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UB searching for a new act
By STEVE LYSAKER
Campus editor

Apparently Eastern didn't
have the right one, baby.
The University Board's concert committee is still attempting to find an act to replace Ray
Charles after Charles' management cancelled his Parents
Weekend apperance on Nov. 7.
According to Joan Gossett,
director of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, the
VB is trying to locate a replacement act from a list of entertainers through the Kramer Agency,
the entertainment booking agency who originally booked
Charles' Eastern performance.
"Nothing's set yet, but right
now we're looking at a combination concert of Frankie Valli
& The Four Seasons and The
Spinners among some other

acts," Gossett said. "(Valli &
The Four Seasons) are very
entertaining and along with The
Spinners; they're in a comparable price range with (Charles)."
Gossett said other acts in
Charles' $42,000 price range
under consideration by the UB
and the Kramer Agency are the
Everly
Brothers,
Lee
Greenwood, Three Dog Night,
Roberta Flack and Blood, Sweat
& Tears.
Gossett added she and the UB
are awaiting confirmation from
the Kramer Agency as to whom
the final act will be based on the
act's fee and what dates the act
has open.
"We should know by late
(Monday) night or early (Tuesday) morning," Gossett said.
"We will then notify the parents
of the change by letter." Gossett

added she did not have the final
number of tickets sold to
Parents Club members for the
Charles appearance available.
Gossett said Charles' management cancelled all of
Charles' previously booked
engagements set for after Oct.
31 due to a South American tour
Charles is embarking on.
Ken Knapp, executive vice
president of the Kramer Agency,
said he felt the cancellation of
all of Charles' post Halloween
concerts was "unprofessional."
"I think it's pretty pathetic the
way (Charles') management is
handling this - I don't think
they 're handling this the way
(Charles) would want them to,"
he said.
Charles' manager, Joe Adams, was unavailable for comment Monday.
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Dump rejection encouraging
ByEAN ESKRA
Staff writer

Three Eastern employees said
Monday the decision of an independent state commission to
reject a low-level nuclear waste
dump in Martinsville reaffirmed
their faith in democracy.
A state appointed siting commission Friday voted unanimously to reject the Illinois
Department of Nuclear Safety's
recommendation to site a 187acre facility in Martinsville less
than 30 miles from Eastern 's
campus.
The decision ended more than
three years of controversy that
started when Martinsville became
the only city in the state to accept
the project. Although the move

puts the state back to square one
in finding a site to store Illinois'
nuclear waste, it is a relief to
many of those who worked to
oppose construction of the facility.
Craig Eckert, a professor in
Eastern 's sociology department,
said last week's ruling reflected
the same feeling Clark County
residents' expressed on the dump
in several referendums.
"The peoples' will won,"
Eckert said. "They voted on three
different occasions not to have the
dump, but each time the state
would override their decision.
The state had no right to do this
and in the end the people won.
It's wonderful."
Cathy Cloud, a Martinsville
resident and counselor at

Eastern 's academic assistance
center, said the decision restored
her sense of truth and justice.
"The situation was frustrating,
but after five years truth and justice finally prevailed," Cathy
Cloud said. "I'm happy to know
that my 1-year-old son will not
have to breathe and drink polluted
air and water. Now that the dump
will not be built, my son will be
able to play in the woods and
creek without me worrying about
nuclear waste contaminating
him."
Steve Cloud, Cathy 's husband,
a Martinsville resident and a professor in Eastern 's English
Department, said after witnessing
five years of what he contends is
corruption in the IDNS, his opin* Continued on page 2
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Corner pocket
Sophomore Rama Demmin takes a long glance at the cue ball before
attempting his next shot while playing a game of pool Monday afternoon in Stevenson Hall's lobby.

Gay Student Union recognition is looking favorable
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

If everything goes as p1anned,
the Gay Student Union should not
have any problems becoming a
recognized student organization
within the next 10 days, said
Student Government members.
"Absolutely there should be no
reason they should not be recognized as an official organization,"
said Luke Neumann, speaker of
the Student Senate. "As long as
their constitution doesn't discriminate (against race, religion or
creed)."
"In fact, (the Gay Student
Union) should be good because it
will serve the role of educating
the general public on gay issues
and awareness," Neumann added.
"We, at the Student Government,
are looking into the possibility of
getting condom machines placed
on campus. (The Gay Student
Union) might also want to get

Gay graffiti shocks Eastern
By SHERYL LARSON
Staff writer
Although many students and faculty condemned
the homosexual messages chalked on the sidewalks across campus, they agreed that gay students
should be able to form their own organization.
"I don't care what the markings are of; I don't
like them because they take away from the beauty
of the campus," said Lou Hencken, acting vice
president for student affairs. "I don't want a trend
to begin - there are campus bulletin boards where
involved as well."
Other members of the Student
Government also agreed with
Neumann's statements. Amy
Jobin, executive vice president,
said she believes the Gay Student
Union definitely belongs at
Eastern.
"They have every right to view
their opinions, and I have no

messages can be placed."
Hencken also said he does not believe the messages have sparked much debate of gay issues on
campus.
"Most of the comments are not about what the
issue is, but about the graffiti on the sidewalks," he
said. "One of the things that sells Eastern is the
'
beauty of the campus."
Hencken added he does believe that gay students should be able to fonn their own group.
•Continued on page 2

problems at all with a Gay
Student Union," Jobin said. "The
senators will probably be voting
on the issue at the Oct. 20 senate
meeting. Some people need to be
open-minded and open their eyes
concerning this issue. Eastern is a
very conservative campus."
One senate member who said
he would vote in favor of the Gay

Student Union was Bobby Smith.
"Personally, I have no problem
as long as (the Gay Student
Union) meets all the requirements
for becoming a fully-sanctioned
student organization," Smith said.
"As long as their membership is
legitimate, they should be OK. I
think it's about time they have
this type of organization on cam-

pus."
To become a recognized student organization at Eastern a
. petition must have the signatures
of 10 students who want to be a
part of the organization. The
group must have established a
constitution or a set of by-laws
which will state its purpose or the
role it will play on campus.
The petition must be filed with
David Milberg, assistant director
of student activities. The student
activities office must then review
the petition and decide if the
group should be approved.
Student Government then
becomes the final stage in decid- _
ing if the group should be
approved.
Although a few organizations
at Eastern do receive funding
from Student Government, senate
members do not believe that this
is the motive for the forming of
the Gay Student Union.
•Continued on page 2
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ion of state government was very
cynical. The 3-0 vote against placing the dump in Martinsville
showed him people still make a
difference.
Ekert and Steve Cloud expressed opinions on the division of the
town due to the dump proposal.
Eckert said it was tragic that a
community was tom apart by the

nuclear power industry in Illinois.
Given the national recession, he
questioned whether the industry
could find better uses for $85 million than to tear a community
apart.
Newspaper accounts of the
site's rejection have focused on
the division of the community,
Cloud said. However, he said the
focus of the dilemma should actu-

Graffiti
•From page one
"There is an obvious need for the
organization if at least 10 people
signed the petition," Hencken said.
"If there is a group of students
who feel they need their own
group, then they should be able to
(form one)."
Bud Sanders, gay and lesbian
support group adviser, said the
group had discussed forming a
Gay Student Union for a long
time, but the group did not discuss
making chalk markings on the
sidewalks.
"I think there are a lot more productive ways to raise (gay) awareness on campus," Sanders said.
He added he has received a
number of complaints about the
chalk vandalism and knows the
administration is concerned about
the incident.
As to why the students resorted
to vandalism, Sanders said he
believes "a lack of (gay student)
voice was a factor."
Sanders added if a Gay Student
Union is formed he will not be
directly involved in it but will continue to serve as adviser for the
gay and lesbian support group.
"Students who are coming out
or don't know their identity would
be better to join the support group
and then, when they're sure, they
could join the organization,"
Sanders said.
"Once an organization is

formed, students against it would
have something specific to aim
their harassment to - so a support
group would still be needed,"
Sanders added.
He also said that perhaps now
heterosexuals have a feeling of
what gay students go through.
"We have had students who
have had 'fag' written on their
door," Sanders said. "It's kind of a
two-way street. This (chalking) is
a response to homophobia."
Student reaction to the graffiti
was mixed.
"I think the graffiti really
shocked a lot of people," said
junior Anne Schmeltzer.
"(The graffiti) was inappropriate
because there are proper ways on
campus to get their point across,"
said freshman Chris Luth.
"I think (homosexuals)
shouldn't be afraid to admit (that
they are gay) if they're asked, but
they don't need to make their sexuality public," said freshman Heidi
Lunt. "Heterosexuals don't write
on the sidewalks about their sexuality."
Most students surveyed believe
that the gay students on campus do
have a right to form their own
organization.
"If they want to (form the Gay
Student Union) they should be
able to - and whoever wants to
join can," said sophomore Lisa
Metz.
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ally be the effect the nuclear
power industry had on the town.
"The real culprit is the nuclear
power industry and the IDNS."
Cloud said. "They are the ones
who divided the community and
they are the ones who should be
ashamed. Some families will
never come back together because
of the divisons they created."

Gay
• From page one
"I don't think the money is
their purpose," Smith said.
"Besides, most organizations
don't receive money anyway."
Other senate members echo
Smith's statement.
"The allocating of money
goes through the Apportionment Board of Student
Government," said Matt
Giordano, representative to the
AB . "But, truthfully, I think
their goal is just to become recognized. I don't think it
involves money - It's rare when
we do give out money. Most
organizations just want to have
the privileges of using rooms in
the (Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union)."
"I have no problem with a
Gay Student Union," said Dana
Wulff, chief of staff. "I feel it
would bring a great mix of
diversity to the university.
Students need to be aware of
their goals."
Wulff said she hopes the formation of a Gay Student Union
will not have an adverse affect
on the student and faculty population in Charleston.
"I hope there is no problem
with gay-bashing," Wulff
added. "But it would be great
for them to have a union.
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Poshard to discuss research bill
U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard, a candidate for the 19th Congessional
District, will appear on Eastern 's
campus Tuesday to discuss a
recently passed bill regarding academic reseach money.
Poshard, a co-sponsor of the bill
just approved at the close of the
Congressional session, will speak
from 3 to 4 p.m. Tuesday in the
Kansas Room of the Martin Luther

o~~~

King Jr. University Union.
The legislation - termed the
Small Business Transfer Program aims to allocate money usually
reserved for strictly academic
research to establish a working link
between small business and student
researchers.
With the new program, Poshard
and other members of Congress
hope to let small businesses benefit

from university research.
Poshard spokesman David
Stricklin said the congressman
hopes to discuss the program with
university officials and representatives of local businesses to look for
interest in starting a relationship
between Eastern and the Charleston
area.
-Staff report
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rn Fine arts faces
budget cut crisis
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE

''
.,,

Activities editor

Pluckin' leaves
On Monday afternoon, Brian Zimmer, a senior marketing major, spent an hour pruning dead leaves from
several hundred plants that grow in the H.F. Thut Greenhouse.

Eastern on display for a day
By TRACIE MULHOLLAND
Staff writer

Approximately 300 to 400
prospective Eastern students
attended Monday's open house,
said Eastern ' s director of
admissions.
"We were fortunate to have
beautiful weather and a steady
stream of students and their
parents throughout the day,"
said Dale Wolf, director of
admissions.
The students and their families followed tour guides who
showed them the various
aspects of Eastern 's campus.
The cafeterias were also
crowded because of the free
meal tickets given away to
encourage students to experience another part of life on at

Eastern.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union was especially busy as there was an excess
of people in the bookstore and
McDonalds. The Grand Ballroom had representatives
from various academic departments and student personpel
services at informational
tables.
Sherry Miller, a high school
senior from Heyworth, II. said
she thought the set-up in the
ballroom was most helpful.
"I'm interested in pre-nursing, and the people I talked to
were knowledgable and directed me to the right people,"
Miller said.
"Even though I've visited the
campus before, the information
I learned today has left an even

better impression."
Miller has been interested in
Eastern ever since her sister
attended the university, but she
said visiting the campus during
an open house helped her in
making a decision about which
university to attend.
The compactness of Eastern
is also a strong attribute, Miller
said. Her sister, Michelle
Miller, believes so too.
"I strongly encourage my
sister to come to Eastern
because it has the insight of a
large school but also the interpersonal aspects because it is a
small school," said Michelle
Miller, a current Eastern senior.
There will be two more open
houses offered by Eastern this
year.

more productive ways to get the
message out other than the
chalking method.
The overall homecoming winners were incorrectly reported in
Monday's edition. The correct
overall homecoming winners
are as follows: first place, Alpha
Gamma Delta and Delta Tau
Delta.
Second place winners were
Sigma Nu and Phi Beta Chi.

The spirit award winners in the
greek division were also incorrectly reported.
Alpha Gamma Delta and Delta
Tau Delta tied . with Sigma
Sigma Sigma and Lambda Chi
Alpha for first place. First place
in the non-greek division went
to Thomas and Lawson Halls.
Sigma Chi did homecoming
with Alpha Sigma Tau.
The News regrets the errors.

Correction
The Daily Eastern News
incorrectly
reported
in
Monday 's edition that Bud
Sanders, adviser to the gay and
lesbian support group, said the
idea of graffiti chalking had
been discussed over a long period of time.
What Sanders said the question of becoming an organized
group was discussed. Sanders
also said he believed there were

Eastern 's music department is
feeling the crunching affects of
budget cuts this year as ticket We spend the money
sales for performances may have
where we most need
to be increased.
"Everyone on campus feels it.
the pinch, but with something
Donald Tracy
like music, it is more apparent,"
Conductor
said Donald Tracy, conductor for
Eastern's music department.
Because of the cuts that are
occurring at Eastern, programs
sponsored by the Dvorak
Concert Hall are having to resort programs, however, have not
to charging admission for perfor- been directly affected by the
cuts.
mances.
"As a matter of fact, programs
"The administration has been
supportive of us chaFging admis- for the public schools have
sion, but frankly I don't wish to expanded," Watts said.
Capital raised frorri fundraisdo that," Tracy said. "It is part of
ers
such as . Sunday's concert in
.
our duty to our.community that it
Dvorak
Hall are being allocated
(performances) should be availfor
the
music
department.
able to (the public), but man can"We
spend
the money where
not live on air alone; one has to
we
most
need
it;
if we can fulfill
do what one has to do," Tracy
other
needs,
then
we go ahead
said.
and
bring
an
artist
in," Tracy
The Tarble Arts Center also is
said.
"We
try
to
spend
the money
experiencing similar pains from
as
intelli.gently
as
we
can."
the budget cuts.
Not having the additional
"For awhile we didn't know if
funding
support does limit the
we were to have the chamber
music
department's
desire to
music series," said Michael
expand
cultural
awareness.
Watts, director of the Tarble Arts
"To bring in a professional
Center. "We had to go to outside
soloist
costs around $2,000,"
sources (to support the series)."
Watts
said.
"It would be ideal
Watts said that Tarble had to
that
we
could
go back to the
reduce the number of guests performances and visiting artists. In point where we don't have to
turn, students may have to pay a charge admission."
higher ticket cost. Educational
, .
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AB will deliberate
additional spending
By SUSAN KIEL
Student government editor

The Apportionment Board
will deliberate on additional
allocation requests at its meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The board heard additional
allocation requests at its meeting last week from University
Board's Mainstage, Performing
Arts, Graphics, Student Government and UB Lectures.
Additional allocation requests
are for unforeseen costs that
occurred after the budgets were
approved by AB last year or
requests for line items that for
one reason or another were not
included in last years' budgets,
said Ron Carmona, AB chair.
"We will try to deliberate on
all of the requests Tuesday so
that we can get on with other

business," Carmona said.
In other business, AB will
also discuss the investigation
into the various Sports/Recreation Budgets. UB would like
·to know how much money
Sports/Recreation currently
holds in each of its budgets, in
order to make a well informed
decision on Sports/Recreation's
additional allocations requests.
"We will also discuss questions concerning the Sports and
Recreation Budgets members
would like me to ask at my
meeting Oct. 22 with Vice
President (for Business Affairs
Charles) Colbert, (Acting) Vice
President (for Student Affairs
Lou) Hencken, Eastern Treasurer Marlo Finley and UB
adviser Joan Gossett," Carmona
said.
Carmona added he suspended
the UB tour of the Sports/Recreation facilities that was scheduled for Tuesday evening.
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Area safe again
with Martinsville
dump ~ejection
Friday's decision on the proposed Martinsville nudear waste dump was indeed the correct one; Clark County residents can breathe a
sigh of relief that remaining technical questions
and a debatable siting process have halted
placing a potentially disastrous facility north of
the city.
After more than 10 hours of deliberation, a
three-member independent state panel voted
unanimously to reject the site less than 30 miles
from Eastern's campus - avoiding what could
easily have become a environmental cataStrophe within only a few generations.
While Friday's move is a
tremendous blow to the
_.
. _ state in its five-year quest
to find a place to store Illinois' low-level nudear
waste, commissioners expressed enough
uncertainty about the proposed site and the
facility's design it would have been hard to
imagine any other ruling. Reflecting on the hundreds of uncertainties commissioners discussed,
we're surprised the controversy came this far
without serious reconsideration.
The siting process has cost the state $85 million since it started in 1987. Although the site
has now been soundly rejected, we cannot look
at its price tag as money spent in vain. Turning
down a dangerous site cannot be viewed as
any less cost-effective than approving a reasonably safe one - much less one with as many
problervs as Martinsville's.
Questions raised by commissioners concerned a water table only six inches below the
ground on the site, heavy rainfall that left standing water there, three nearby streams and at
least two underground aquifer.
This is to say nothing of the political drive
behind approving the site that induded unannounced sunrise city council meetings and a
host of broken guidelines by the site's operator,
Chem-Nudear Systems Inc.
Former state Supreme Court justice and
commission chairman Seymour Simon said at
the hearing he believed the concept of an independent commission worked in providing an
objective forum for debate on such a divisive
issue. He's right, but Illinois is fast running out
of time to find a place for our nudear waste.
And ~lthough we cannot expect any new
process necessarily to take less time or involve
less scrutiny, it should definitely be cheaper.

Monster deficit a congressional problem
Election years are a fun time for
any reporter or columnist. There is
a veritable wealth of column ideas _
to be found duttering up the barnyards of American politics.
One political subject people running for offic.e would like us to step
Into more often that others is the
deficit - that horrible, hairy number
with all the zeros that is going to
..
spell gloom and doom for all of us
·- ·
unless we elect a Democrat or - David M.
even worse - Ross Perot to fix Putney
things. Orso the rhetoric goes.
------•
However, the fault for the deficit lies not at the feet of
Ronald Reagan·and George Bush, but the U.S. Congress.
Many people are ignorant of this simple fact because
they do not know how the budget process works.
The president submits a budget and Congress
approves it. Congress doesn't have to spend a dime of
the public's money in the way suggested by the president. In fact, it usually doesn't.
Instead, it tacks on a few "dimes" of its own here and
there to keep the folks back in the home district happy to
assure its re-election. Such practic.es, while costly and
wasteful, are simply an example of Congress' willingness
to overspend - the true cause of the deficit problem and how willing they are to solve it.
Which makes me wonder why, despite the deficit
reduction tax increases passed by the House and signed
by President Bush, which broke his "no new taxes"
pledge, the deficit has continued to go up. For some reason, the Congressional Democrats, who cooked up the
whole little scheme, have been able to make political hay
over Bush signing the tax increase but ignore the fact,
that as a deficit cure, it was an abysmal failure.

Any tax increase proposed by anyone will simply not
fix the deficit problem, Nobel Laureate economist Milton
Friedman wrote in the Dec. t 4, t 988 Wall Street foumal
- long before tax increases to solve the deficit problem
became fashionable.
"(fax increases) will, after a brief delay, simply increase
government spending," Friedman wrote. "Taxes have
been going up for SO years without eliminating deficits.
That experlenc.e suggests Congress will spend whatever
the tax system yields plus the highest deficit the public
will accept."
The money that was supposed to go to solve the
deficit went where the rest of our money goes; spent by
a Congress who has made spending money they don't
have a way of life.
The American people simply can't handle another tax
increase - especially not with the current rec.ession.
Yet we are willing to elect Bill Clinton based on his tax
increase for the rich to solve the deficit and his promise
to increased social programs without increased taxes.
Does anyone really believe Congress will approve new,
expensive government programs without being tempted to dip Into its new found wealth?
Ointon promises free medical care for everyone, but
who will pay for the doctor's Porches? We will. Or more
correctly, Congress will write the check right up to the
amount of money it has and, if that isn't enough, add a
few more zeros without batting an eyelash.
If we want to get rid of the deficit, Congress simply
has to spend less than it takes in, which will never happen as long as I live.
Any other solution, whether from Bush or Ointon or
the man in the moon, is just the same old same old.
- David M. Putney is a staff writer and a guest colum-

nist forThe Daily Eastern News.

Editorial

Your turn .••

antee do we have that he won't
ists/Aerospace Workers Union PAC.
Poshard_'s 1988 election is an ex- decide to start taking PAC money
cellent example of a one-sided cam- again if he is re-elected?
Only one candidate for Congress
paign based on PAC money. He
raised $430,248 for the t 988 elec- in this district has never taken a dime
tion, with $248,970 being from of PAC money. Doug Lee is that
PACs. He spent $392,791 while his man, and he should be our next repRepublican opponent, Patrick Kelly, resentative in Congress.
Dear editor:
In a recent column, a student sup- spent only $80,675.
Bill Helmbacher
porter of Democratic incumbent
In fact, Poshard outspent his t 988
Congressman Glen Poshard said, in opponent by a margin of four-tot 988 as a freshman Congressman, one. He raised more money just
Glen Poshard decided not to accept from Political Action Committees
any PAC money. This is perhaps true, affiliated with organized labor than
as far as it goes, but it is c.ertainly not his Republican opponent spent in
the whole truth.
total. Poshard raised over three times
The facts are that, as a Democratic as much money from PACs as his Dear editor:
On behalf of the American Red
candidate for Congress in t 988, Glen opponent raised from all sources
Poshard took over $200,000 from combined.
Cross, the Eastern Blood Drive
PA Cs. In that election, Political
During the t 988 campaign, Po- Committee would like to thank
Action Committee donations made shard also received $5,000 from the everyone who participated in the fall
up almost half (49.4 percent) of Majority Congress Committee, the blood drive. Without the help of
Poshard's campaign revenue. lndi- personal PAC of the House Speal<er Eastern faculty, staff and students;
vidual contributors made up only Jim Wright. Wright has since re- the blood drive would not have been
36. 1 perc.ent.
signed in disgrace over a scandal
possible.
We truly appreciate all of the time
Some PACs gave Glen Poshard about illegal campaign contributions.
Ours is a world of nuclear
massive sums. For example, the
Now Poshard tells us he's chang- and effort that the volunteers, as
""'"""'"---···· giants and ethical infants.
National Education Association PAC ed. He says he doesn't take PAC well as the donors, put into this
gave him $10,000, as did the In- money any more. He's a Congres- event. Your ~upport and cooperation
Omar Bradley
..·,..s...-,_-m-.-.itdiiiiieiiiiiiiiith,_~
..
..6-JP
...·-...-&l....,.d,_n..,·v..,e...a.,.s.,.u_...~....~...,.,,....,-,...-....
•j
ternatlonal Brotherhood of Electrica~.- sion~ leo~ ~9,_..,¥;;;_...,.ch-.-an..,.g_.e.d=·hi
-...-+------------------t-~l'l'l'n'll"i!l'~Vl!~~W"'m'l!!Fft'~"Kffl·
spots - or so he says. But what guarthanf<S again fur your support.
Eastern Blood Drive Committee

0~1th~t~~:~~~:
1111
fi!:~
i\ 11111 ·• •

Poshard's PAC
past leaves foul
feeling for voter

Successful blood
drive credited
to community
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Bush needs to change his plan
WASHINGTON
(AP)
President Bush is left with a
daunting task and a terrible
choice for the next two presidential debates . To change the
dynamics of a campaign almost
beyond reach, he must consider
taking on the role of the underdog that he has thus far
eschewed.
In the first debate, Bush spoke
of his experience in foreign
affairs and tried to assure voters
that his domestic policy, too, was
the safest and best approach for
the future.
He only gently went after
Democrat Bill Clinton on his
Vietnam War resistance, and said
nary an ill word toward Ross
Perot.
It would have been a good performance for an incumbent president ahead in the polls, but not
for one trailing by more than 10

points. And it did nothing to
change the dynamics of the campaign.
"I guess I'd say the president
went to bat in the World Series
and never took the bat off his
shoulder," lamented one Bush
campaign worker, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity.
Instant polling suggested the
Bush message, although positive,
had less effect on the voters than
the presentations by his rivals.
CBS found 61 percent said
their opinion of Perot improved,
35 percent thought better of
Clinton, but Bush stood taller in
the eyes of just 16 percent. A
USA Today-CNN poll had similar numbers: 62 percent for
Perot, 29 percent for Clinton and
13 percent for Bush.
The problem for George Bush
is that voters already know
George Bush.

At a time when Bush needed
the race seriously shaken up, at a
time when voters seem to think
the government needs shaking
up, he emphasized stability. His
strategy to appear cool and rational didn't set him apart because
his rivals followed much the
same course.
He spoke calmly about how
his domestic policy was the best
alternative, but after four years in
office and with the economy in a
slump, the public's ear is less
than receptive regardless of the
quality.
"It may simply be quite
beyond his capacity or any president's capacity, not unlike Jimmy
Carter in 1980, to deliver even a
reasonable message at this point
and get any credit for it," said
Prof. Charles Jones of the
University of Wisconsin.
It could be that Bush's only

alternative is to attack, knock the
other guys down a few pegs.
But swinging away poses a set
of risks all its own. Bush's most
obvious strength is his experience and his stature as a world
leader. To get down in the muck
could tarnish his own reputation
almost as surely as it coats those
of his rivals.
Bush must also be aware that,
despite the hoopla over zingers
and gaffes, past experience suggests debates have not made winners or losers in presidential
campaigns.
Frank Newport, editor in chief
of the Gallup Poll, said his data
back to the first televised debate
in 1960 showed no clear evidence that debates determined
the outcome of an election, not
even that first, very close contest
between John Kennedy and
Richard Nixon.

JEFF CULLER/Staff photographer

Steady trigger finger
Jon Goetten, a freshmen, takes aim before firing at a target down range during rifles and pistols class at the rifle range in the Lantz building on
Monday afternoon.

Police arrest Chicago man for burglary
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Charleston police arrested a
19-year-old Chicago man on
charges of burglary early Sunday after he allegedly tried to
break into a local gas station.
Police arrested Brian J. Heneshan at 2:21 a.m. after they
received a call that someone
was trying to burglarize the
Clark Gas Station at 203 Lincoln Ave.
Heneshan was placed in the
Coles County Jail pending a
court appearance.

In other items among Charleston Police Department reports Monday:
• Heath A. Spillers, 18, of
Fort Wayne, Ind., was arrested
Friday at 9:40 p.m. in the 1400
block of lOth Street on charges
of motor vehicle theft and driving without a valid drivers
license.

Street.
Ernest Williams of 2008
Stoner Drive West was struck by
vehicle driven by R. Dale Nees
of Ashmore at 8:35 p.m. Police
reports indicate Williams was
apparently crossing Lincoln
• William G. Lange, 19, of Avenue outside the crosswalk
812 Regency Circle, Apt. 14, when Nees struck him
was arrested Friday at 1:24 a.m.
Williams was transported to
on charges of aggravated battery Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
and resisting arrest in the 1400 Center following the accident
block of Fourth Street.
and was listed in good condition
• A 13-year-old Charleston Monday afternoon.
boy was injured in a pedestrian
Police issued no citations in
accident Thursday evening on. the accident.
Lincoln Avenue east of l 8th

VP debates
crucial for
Bush/Quayle
ATLANTA (AP) - The
presidential campaign spotlight now shifts to Dan
Quayle, Al Gore and James
Stockdale as the three running
mates square off for their only
debate.
For Quayle, the showdown
Tuesday night in Atlanta
could be especially critical.
Not only is President Bush in
dire need of a campaign lift,
but, if the Bush-Quayle ticket
loses in November, this may
be the vice president's last
showcase opportunity for a
long while to bolster his
chances for a run at the top
job in 1996.
Gore, too, could have more
than just top-of-the-ticket
interests at stake, since he
also is a regarded a presidential prospect. But the debate
outcome - barring an utterly
disastrous showing - likely
isn't so pivotal for his own
career. Regardless of what
happens in November, he will
have a strong political power
base - either the vice presidency or a secure Senate seat
from Tennessee.
The No. 2s are set to meet
just two days after Bush, Bill
Clinton and Ross Perot faced
off in St. Louis in the first of
three presidential debates.
Because the polls show
Bush trailing. bad}y b~hin..d '
Clinton, "<!uayle has got~o
think about his own pl>lttical
future," said Erwin Hargrove,
a political science professor at
Vanderbilt University.
"If we assume that Bush
and Quayle are going to lose,
Quayle is going to have to
somehow resurrect himself
politically if he wants to run
for president or re-enter politics, and a good performance
could help him," Hargrove
said.
For Quayle, the debate also
represents an opportunity to
redeem himself from what he
concedes was a miserable performance in 1988, especially
his ill-conceived attempt to
compare himself to John F.
Kennedy when debating Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas.
Two weeks ago he said, "I
desperately want to debate."
After weathering a minor
GOP storm in July over
whether Bush should keep
him on the ticket, Quayle
went into the campaign
believing he would get only
two chances to dispel his
image as a political blunderer
and reintroduce himself to the
American people.

TERRY'S BARBER STYLIST

Live

DJ

Friday & Saturday
Open Jam Night
featuring

Brian Cutri

t

Flat Tops,
Clipper Cutting,
Hair Replacement,
Perms
Call for an appointment with Terry or Shelly
1/2 Block North of Square on 7th Street in Charleston
345-6325
Nexus Products
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Candidates to express
views at county forums
Coles County residents will have
a chance to meet candidates seeking county offices at a pair of
forums Wednesday and next
Thursday.
The Coles County League of
Women Voters and the Charleston
Chapter of Zonta, an international
business and professional women's
service organization, are jointly
sponsoring Wednesday's forum.
The Wednesday forum will be
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. at St.
Charles Borromeo Catholic Church, 921 Madison.
The Oct. 22 meeting, sponsored
by the league and the Mattoon
Citizens Against Child Abuse, will
take place at the Burgess-Osborne
Auditorium, 1701 Wabash, in
Mattoon.
League member Gail Mason, an
Eastern speech communications
professor, will serve as moderator

and present prepared questions to
the participating candidates for the
offices of circuit clerk, cornoner
and state's attorney, as well as 12
district county board seats.
"This is the perfect opportunity
for voters to hear first-hand the candidates views on county issues,"
said league president Judy Moll.
"It's our goal to give voters what
they need to make more informed
choices when Nov. 3 rolls around."
There is no charge to attend, and
the public is invited to the sessions,
which will begin with a half-hour
informal reception and candidates
will handout campaign materials.
Both forum sites are wheelchair
accessible. A sign language interpreter will be provided upon
request to hearing impaired indivduals wishing to attend either session.
-Staff report

State agency predicts
more jobs for Illinois
CHICAGO (AP) - A state agency predicted job growth of 1.3 percent per year in Illinois through the
year 2000 and said about two-thirds
of the new jobs will be white-collar
positions requiring some college
education.
Two Chicago economists said
Monday the Illinois Department of
Employment Security's job-growth
projection was a safe bet since
employment rose by. an average of
1.2 percent per from 1988 through
1991 and is up about 2.4 percent this
year over last.

"No one's taking a chance by stating that employment's going to
grow in Illinois over the next eight
years," said Robert LaLonde, professor of labor economics at the
University of Chicago's business
graduate school.
The agency made the prediction
in the fourth revision of its
Occupational Projections 2000
report, which projects Illinois job
growth from 1988 to 2000. The
report estimated employment would
grow by 12.7 percent during that
period to 6.31 million.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Informal Rush
Wednesday 10/14

TIME: _ 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
L<l>E House
(East Hall) 2103 12th St.

FOR iNFO CALL:_581-2 715 Jason

.

Buffet-Buff et-Buff et

TUESDAY
-Spaghetti
-Pizza
-Garlic Bread -Salad Bar

CHICAGO
(AP)
Columbus Day in Chicago was
a mix of celebration and protest, as one parade hailed
Christopher Columbus's arrival
in the Western Hemisphere and
another reviled it.
Hundreds of demonstrators
marched down Michigan Avenue on Monday in protest,
while three blocks away a traditional Columbus Day parade
stepped down Dearborn Street.
Chicago Mayor Richard M.
Daley and other Illinois politicians led the traditional parade,
followed by the grand marshal,
actor Frankie Avalon.
A group of American Indians dressed in traditional
garb, who were applauded
loudly by the crowd standing
five deep along the parade
route, followed Avalon's auto.
The parade passed a plaza
where about 100 protesters
gathered in a vigil organized by
an Indian group. Organizers
said they were mourning the
American Indians and others
who died as a result of Columbus' voyage.
"Italian-Americans, they
want to look at him like a hero.
I don't want to look at him like
a hero," said Riccardo Scalvinoni, a tourist from Brescia,
Italy, who had joined the protest. "We should remember the
genocide that came with him
and following." That view was
not shared by others along the
parade route.

ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR ONLY

s4_49

JERRY'S PIZZA
4th & Lincoln

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

TODAY & TONIGHT ONLY

- or 581-6123

t3hrs.

MINI-MADNESS SALE

Blowout

9AM· 1OPM
STORE HOURS
9AM • 8PM
ENTIRE STORE
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T-Shirts &.
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I
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i-:-----~

1
1
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II
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PLACE:

Columbus Day
brings protest,
celebration
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Scientists win Nobel prize
SEATTLE (AP) - Two scienists who discovered the "life
witch" that regulates how cells
ehave were rewarded with a
Nobel prize Monday, but cau·oned that research in their field
still in its infancy.
"We're still finding pieces of
the puzzle," Edwin G. Krebs
told reporters at the University
of Washington. "New principles
are still evolving." Krebs, 74,
and Edmond H. Fischer, 72 who have collaborated for most
of the past 40 years - "stumbled
on" their discovery in the mid1950s.
They were trying to discover
the process that enables cells in
muscle tissue to use carbohy-

drates for the energy they consume.
They discovered much more,
identifying an important class of
enzymes that control key activities within living cells.
They found that the enzymes
speed up a process necessary to
"switch on" a cell - telling it to
become bone tissue or generate
insulin or any other function.
When it goes haywire, the result
is often disease, from muscular
dystrophy to cancer to diabetes.
"You have to understand the
mechanism before you can find
any cures to problems in the
cells," Fischer said.
The two based their work on
pioneering studies by Carl and

Gertie Cori at at Washington
University in St. Louis. Krebs
was a student of theirs when
they learned they had won the
Nobel prize in the late 1940s for
discovering that there were messengers in the turn-on, turn-off
effect in cells.
Another Nobel was awarded
in the 1950s for the next step in
that research by Earl Sutherland.
When Fischer arrived at the
University of Washington in the
early 1950s he found that he and
Krebs both were working in that
area.
"Krebs slapped me on the
back and said, 'Let's take a crack
at that problem,"' said Fischer.

s

uake kills 370 people in Egypt
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - One of
e strongest earthquakes to hit
gypt in modern times toppled
uildings Monday and caused
adly stampedes of panicked
sidents. The government said
70 people were killed and
re than 3,300 injured.
A mother, holding her dead
n and shouting for help, was
ulled from the rubble of a
ilding more than seven hours
er the mid-afternoon earthe that registered 5.9 on the
· hter scale.
Many victims were trampled
death, including more than
schoolchildren in the Cairo
ea, said Maj. Gen. Rida
bdel-Aziz, an assistant interior
inister. They were killed as
ey rushed from swaying
ools.
Rescuers struggled into the

night to dig survivors from people sat in a downtown
debris.
square, tears streaking down
Authorities declared a state of their cheeks.
emergency in this city of 14 milThousands crowded around
lion people.
the ruins of a 14-story apartment
The quake was centered about building in the northern suburb
20 miles southwest of Cairo, a of Heliopolis late Monday while
few miles from the pyramids four bulldozers cleared debris
and the Sphinx on the Giza under floodlights. Associated
Plateau. But Information Min- Press reporter Nejla Sammakia
ister Safwat el-Sherif said major said 75 apartments collapsed
monuments survived intact from into a heap of crushed concrete
the 20-second temblor.
and twisted steel.
The quake was preceded by a
An ambulance worker said
roar.
about 15 people were pulled out
"At first I thought it was a alive before nightfall, including
bomb in the bank," said Samy mother Samia Ragab Khalil.
Mohammed Ali, a lawyer.
Her condition was unknown.
"Then I saw people running, and She was removed, dazed, on a
I realized it was an earthquake." stretcher, after she was found
People thronged Cairo's streets holding the body of her son and
after the quake. Many seemed shouting for help.
dazed. One woman stood on a
sidewalk screaming. A knot of
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Double Pizza Days!!!
2 smalls w/1 topping only $6.98
2 mediums w/1 topping only $9. 98

2 larges w/1 topping only $12.98
Try one of our delicious specialty pizzas.
Taco Topper, BBQ Topper, BLT,
Bacon Double Cheeseburger, Garden Topper,
Shrimp Scampi, Meat Topper, Maui Topper, Combo

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
348-5454

3-PIECE
DINNER

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE $190
LUNCH

2-pc. chicken, mashed
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

Try our delicious

NEW ITEM

• Bar-B-Q Ribs
• Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS
A WEEK FOR

·se.n d your -sw-eetie ·a

Sweetest Day Personal
•

tn

Tbe Daily Eastern News
15 words plus your choice of colored artw9rk
plus a bold heading all for $500_.
...

Barbecue
Pork Ribs

You_r message will appear Friday, Oct. . 1,6th
Deadline is Tuesday, Oct., 1_3 at 2:00 p.m.

BREAKFAST
Avenue
Charleston,
Illinois

Circle Choice of art work:
Passion ·Flower

A.

L::~~~;Y

.B.·.· ,

The times we've
shared have been
memorable.

chatter, friends ·
are all that matter

Love Romeo

Jenny_

•

. _·_

!~fo~~~~~~u~

here my heart will
· alwayi; cheer

C.

. .

· ·

Love.Snookums ·

PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN , TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER . PATTON PRINTING ,
418
W.
LINCOLN ,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331 .
----,...-,...~--~12111
CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSGUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON ' S COMPUTER SHOP ,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011 . PAWN
SHOP
,...,..-,,...-.,,.-,----c.,---,-:,--=-12/11
Hair Services, Mary Kay Cosmetics <1vailable thru Deb, Tanning ,
The Golden Comb, 1205 3rd .
345-7530

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581 - 2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
as~umes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

p.m.

REPS WANTED . HEATWAVE
VACATIONS SPRING B~EAK.
THE BEST RATES AND
BIGGEST COMMISSIONS.I FOR
INFORMATION, CALL 80d-3951
WAVE.

~~~~~~~~'0/26

SPRING BREAK '93, EARN
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!! :campus reps wanted to promote the
#1 spring break destinalions .
DAYTONA, PANAMA C::ITY ,
MEXICO, ETC. Call 1-80Q-6673378.
!
_ _ _ _ _ _ca10/13, j1113 .
STUDENTS or ORGANllZATIONS . Promote our Flbrida
Spring Break packages. :Earn
MONEY and FREE trips. Organize SMALL or LARGE groups.
Call Campus Marketing. 800-4235264
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 10/19

OrnRED

TRAVEL
TRAININ<i/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADol'nON
RIDES/RIDERS

ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

&.. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

o~ily

ADOPTION : Loving couple
unable to have baby wants to
give infant all advantages of a
loving, financially secure home.
We'll pay expenses. Legal, confidential. Call collect (717) 5692944.

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP. 2
BRM APT, OWN ROOM. CLEAN.
NONSMOKER. $137.50 PER
MO. CALL EVAN 348-8516
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/16

DIRECTORY
SERVICES

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000
mo. Summer , Yr. round , All
Countries, All fields. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-IL03, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

Mini storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _12111
Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Costumes for Rent-1 OO's of complete, custom costumes. Broadway Bazaar, 1406 1/2 Broadway,
Mattoon
.,,.,...-c=---,------,,,..--10/21
Old Towne Apartment. Furnished,
water, cable included. Available
ASAP. One bedroom for 1-2 people. 345-1045 or 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19
2 Bedroom Town House at
Youngstown, $400 monthly for
school year. Call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/19

ACROSS

Eastern News

1 Nag

s Syrian head

CLASSIFIED

Ao FORM

10 Bridge coup
14 On a cruise

Name: _ __ _ _ _ _~~~------

15 Evan s or Hunt

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

16 Sinatra's
younge st

59 Slippery ones

35 Cambodian
neighbor

63 " Believe - - Not "

38 Th in porridge

64 Low capital

39 Dory implement

66 Foo d -c o ntain er
info

43 Belief
45 Sonja Henie 's
hometown
46 "- - girl! "

47 Evaluate
49 Entertainer
Lorna -----

23 Where to buy
franks
25 Give the facts
again

61 Begets

67 Sle nder c andle

20 Domingo, e.g .
22 "- .. - -meeny

69 Scads

39

10 Milwaukee' s
Bradley Center,
e .g .

43

71 Sandra and
Ruby

51 Victor's loot
54 Change the
prices

27 Send forth

1 Show roster
3 Any queen of
France

Under Classification of: - -- - -- -- - - - - -

4 Releases
conditiona lly
5 Hirt and Smith

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

6 Takes a load oft

7 React derisively

no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ -----.,...-

D

Cash

D Check

D

8 Motto
9 John Wayne
film of 1945
10 Pittsburgh pro

Credit

Check number

11 Court action
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per 'Word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30·

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

Inside Edit.

ews
Entmt. Tonight

WAND-17 7 ESPN-24
Married ...

Quantum Leap

Rescue 911

Full House

e'WS

Mr. Cooper
Reasonable

Movie: Hard

Roseanne

Doubts
Dateline NBC

to Kill

Coach
Going to Extremes

News

News

Tonight
Current Affair

M'A'S"H
D. Letterman

Inside Edition

D. Letterman

Hard Copy

Nighlline

.

...

News
Love Connection

12 Presently
13 Numerous

USA-26

WGN-9 10

uantum eap

Racing

Murder, She

Movie:

Wrote

Remember

Boxing

When

47

DOWN
2 Inquired

Payment:

ETA SIGMA GAMMA will have a meeting Tuesday at 5 p.m. in room 170
Lantz. Bring your dues if you haven't paid yet. We will be meeting on the presentations and committees.
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN will have a monthly meeting at 6 p.lll
Tuesday in CH229.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have 21 Elimination Entry deadline Tuesday from 2 p.m. to 1Op.m. at the Intramural desk in the SRC Lobby.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON will have an informal rush from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.lll
at the Sig Ep house (East Hall).
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS will visit by hospital Program Directoll
at 1:15 p.m. Tuesday in LSA 130. Program Directors from 3 central lllinoil
and 2 chicago area hospital will talk with students about their clinical yea
required to complete the Med Tech degree.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will have prime time (weekly meeting) i
6:30 p.m. Tuesday in Lumpkin 17. Everyone is welcome.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS WILL have a weekly meeting at 6 p.m. Tue
in room 203 Coleman Hall. The Republican Candidate for Coles County Cicuit clerk, Vicki Hite, Will be our guest speaker. All majors are welcome II
attend.
NRHH (NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL Honorary) will have a meeting at
p.m. Tuesday in the Oakland room (Union). All alumni welcome!
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE Anachronism, Inc. will have a research sessilll
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Coleman Hall 102. SCA, Inc. is a non-profit educt
tional research and re-enactment society studying the Middle Ages
Renaissance. All interested people are welcome. For more information,
Jeri at 348-0045.
MBA ASSOCIATION WILL have a meeting at 6 p.m. Tuesday in CH21
Speaker is Dr. Meir. All MBA students welcome.
OMEGA PSI PHI Fraternity, Inc. will have Omega Tuck-ln's (Sign-up d
from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday in the University Union.
OASIS WILL MEET Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the Panther Lair at McDon
We will be planning our next social event. All adult students are invited
participate in this organization.
EIU SPORTMAN SOCIETY will have a meeting at 8 p.m. Tuesday Effi
ham room in the Union. Men and women interested in hunting, fishi~
camping and other outdoor activities are welcome to attend.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Bible study Tuesday at 6 p.m. ·
Coleman Hall room 109. Roy Lanham facilitates.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have reconciliation Tuesday at 8 p.
in the Newman Chapel with Fr. Bob.
ECON CLUB WILL have a meeting at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in CH213. All
members welcome either majoring or minoring in econ.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes (FCA) will have a regular-s
meeting at 9 p.m. Tuesday in the Lantz Club room. Come watch an a
cally toned videotaped! New members always welcome! We've got foodl
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will have a weekly meeting at 7 p.m. Tu
in the Kansas room of the University Union (3rd floor). Circle K lntemati
is a student organization based around service to the campus and comm
ty. come meet the governor of the Illinois and eastern Iowa district. Any
all interested may come. For more info. call Jerry at 581-2286.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an executive board meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday
room 105 Lumpkin Hall.
PHI BETA SIGMA will have and informational meeting at 7:30 p.m. Th
day in the black House.
OPMA WILL HAVE a meeting at 3:15 p.m. Tuesday in room 119 Lum ·
Hall. All interested in computers are welcome to attend.

68 Prepare for
publication

19 Black, to Blake
21 Utah lily

Ad to read:

57 Commotion

32 Gardeners'
creations

42 Elect ion
w inners

butcher

Dates tor un _______________

29 "- - Fideles "

40 Type of salmon

17 Order for a

Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsD Yes D No

1984 Cutlass Cierra , 53 ,000
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500
345-6861 .
.,..,-,,,.,-,..,--,...-,..,----,c=-,-,-.,.--1211 1
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
obo. Great condition . Call 3481105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
cheap transportation-Good Condition! $1200. obo 348-7864
Christa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _12111
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
~~~~,---,...,--~~12111
CHEAP! FBl/ U.S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUSTANG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #IL 14KJC
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /24
WOMENS' blk leather jacket sz
15, $50; wmns blue jean jacket sz
L, $15. 348-8545
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
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69

26Sidle
28 Cant1na choice

JB Fat-free

40Mediocre
41 " On - - Toes "

24 Farm
warehouse

44 Sends out of the
country

News

.

. .... - ... - '
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•
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'

•
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65 Madrid Mrs.

LIFE-13

FOX-8, 55

DISC-9

WEIU-29, 51

TBS-15

Night Court

Strange Planes

Bob Spoo

Hillbillies

M steries

Cheers

News Scan

Sanford

L.A. Law

Movie:

Terra X

Little House

Bustin

Dune

Treasure Hunters

Nova
Frontline

Movie: Mac

Star Trek
Thirtysomething

America
To Be announc d

Next Ste

Listenin to

Combat
Movie:
Terra X

America
Bein Served?

Studs

..'

Loose
Bonanza

Profiles
'

60 Observed
62NCO's

Unsolved

Chronicles

t'

58 Kruger of films

MacNeil Lehrer

Movie

If

56 Bottled spirit
57 Hue

WILL-12, 12

Rediscovering
MacGyver

55 Get taken for

48 N1caraguan' s
30 Camper's cover
nap
31 " Born Free" star 50 Song or gab
ending
32 -- --- Raton , Fla.
33 Corn p o rtions
52 Light-ope ra
34 Reprove
composer
36 Rubber-stamps 53lncline
37 Do a clerk' s job

and Me

Drag Racing

46 Clothed

Raquel Squad

9

reo & speakers-$60. b-ball
Jbackboard-$30. Over-under
her/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 3456
....~---~-~12111
'nton/Gore & Carol Moseley
n Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
·0030
__________11/4
T SNAKE Red Tail Boa &
on. Best Offer. Will Deliver.
7-5318 Jay.
12111
.,,,.,..1"""s=-u-z-u'"'ki:--:::G""sc-:1-::::0-=o-=o,....L Very
d Condition, $1300 OBO.
581-3596
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12111
Formals - Various styles and
rs, Sizes 9-14 $50 or best
. 348-0189.
--.,....-..,....-oo--cc-----12111
kard Bell computer 5 1/ 2
y, 40 megabyte hard drive,
monitor, $700, OBO. Shane
·3783
12111
::--::Y-am-a-:h-a-:-:M:-a-:xi_m_a_4=oo. low
, good shape. $500 OBO.
976
,-,-,c::---;--:--::--::-::-=-:::-12111
's 10 spd. bike $65; Pr. tech120w spkrs, $60; Wght lftg.
.. $50. Ph. 345-6716
10/15
:--;H-;-;:O;--;N-;-;:D;-;A:--;-;IN'°"T:;;;E=-;R:;--:C:;--:E=PTO R
V45 INCLUDES ACCESIES. MUST SEE! $1,600.
. CALL 348-1953
:-=:-=-:::--=---.,,-12111
SALE: Sega Genesis $135.
nkt Pull out car stereo cas$125.00 348-0485. Glenn.
12/11
""'s"""A"'"'LE
=-:'"""2'"""T=A,...,.N"""N""'IN'"'"G~BEDS-

AL HOURS-PRICE NEGOE·CALL 348-0176
10/16
"'""'HA.,--;:;:S.,-;
Y~NT""H,.,....,,$-=c30::-::0:-."'""V'IDEO
ERA AND VCR $150,
RB $25, CB $20. ED 348_ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13

s Instruments calculator
in Blair Hall Room 307.
to Student Publication in
d Building.
10/ 14

7A~L~L-~K=ITTEN
~N~D:--;S07M

ND 4TH AND POLK. CALL

5
10/14

~:M~A
~L~
E~,~
BA
~S
~S
::-::E~T~M
~l~
X. TAN

WHITE. LOST TAGS.
SE CALL 345 -6539 OR
1626.

10/13-16,20-23,26-29
the gang together! Warbler
Pictures Nov. 1-7 in Union
kstore Lobby. Call Cathy
581 -2812
ca10/13-16,20-23,26-29
winn Bicycles New, Used.
ley's Mattoon. Many disnted prices, fast service.
ay-Saturday 8-5 234-7637
10/26

~LO
~Wc:-=E~E~N---;C~o~s=TUME

AL! Huge Adult Selection Reasonable Rates . Be
! Reserve Early - Call 345-

7
.,,...--,---o=---:--Oc-~.10/29
Tanning Sessions $42.00. 10
ing Sessions, $23.00. Call
·0357, 4 pm-9 pm for your
oint. Let us bid your next
T-shirt order at Jamaican

10/13

=:EE~T:=E-=s=T-cD::-A-:-cY:-:--:O=-c=-T=o BE R

H. FOR THAT SOMEONE
ECIAL, GET A BALLOON
QUET WITH CANDY AND
WORKS FOR ONLY $10.95
TOKENS. DELIVERED FRlOR SATURDAY. 345-4600.
10/16
"'M7A -=p.,..,H.,..I=E=P"'"S77
l L~O:-:-N:-:-:-:1NF0 RRUS H AT THE SIG EP
SE (EAST HA LL) FROM
·8:30 ON TUESDAY AND
DNESDAY NIGHT. FOR
RMATION CALL 581-6123
~------10/13

Tracy and Steve: Thanks so
much for being such great parents. You guys have made this
the best year for me so far ~nd I
know we'll have a TERRIFIC year
together! Love you guysjASA
love, your daughter Ellen. ;
W/13
S~l~G~M~Ac-=P~
H~
I E=p=-s=1,-LO~N~l~Nf ORMA L RUSH AT THE Sll.:i EP
HOUSE (EAST HALL) FROM
6:30-8:30 ON TUESDAY 'AND
WEDNESDAY NIGHT. !FOR
INFORMATION CALL 581-6~23
--.,- -- - ---10113
BETH PATRICK: I love my ipeautiful daughter; get psyched for Sig
Kap mom's night! Love, MOM
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 10/13
JENNIFER GREENE of SIGMA
KAPPA, get psyched for tonight.
i
Your morn loves you!

~~~~~~--'0/13

ELISSA HOWARD: Your mommy
loves you. Have fun guessing
who I am tonight. Sig Kap Love,
Mom
I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Congratulations to all Homecoming '92 winners! The Wom~n of
Alpha Sigma Tau
-------~0/13
AST PLEDGE CLASS: We hope
you enjoyed your first Homecoming! It's just the start of biggs,r and
better things to comel Keep up
the good work and good luc~ selling the roses! WE LOVE OUR
BABY GATORS! The Active$

,.,...,.=....,...,.~=-=-=-==,....,.,.-7711 0/13

HAPPY 23RD BIRTHDAY K!TTYI
Let's ride some broncos !jThis
year stop at 13 shots! Uove,
!
Cheryl and Tiffani
~~-=-=o=--=--=c=-=,..,..,..,,,..-,o---1"0/13
JENNIFER SPREHE: Bot are
you in for a surprise tonight! 1Your
morn loves you! Sig : Kap
smooches
1:0113
~SE-,-N-D-YO-UR~S-W_E_E-Tl_E_A-ROSE

FOR SWEETEST DAY! AST
Pledge Class will be selling toses
for $1 .50 today in Coleman and
Kiehm. We will deliver them on
Friday!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1'0113
ANGIE ODOM of Sigma Kappa-I
can't wait to party with my 'baby
tonight. Whata beautiful daughter!
Love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1'0/13
Delta Sigma Phi: Thanks ior a
great Homecoming. #1 wi~dow
painting and #1 banner! Love, the
Ladies of Phi Sigma Sigma 1
_ __ _ _ _ _ _
· _ 110/13
AST Pledge Class will be selling
roses Wednesday in Coleman
and Buzzard. Cost is $1 .50. iWe'll
deliver them to your sweetie on
Friday!j
10/13
J
_o
_h_
n_a_n_
d_D~a_n_a_,you_r_t_
h_
e BEST
parents a kid could have, Love
Laura
10/13
A..,.,L=
_P'""
H_,.
A-..,,,
G_,.
A..,.M""'M
_,.A
. ,.--,D
=-E=-L TA! !!
DEL TA TAU DEL TA!!! ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA!! DELTA TAU
DELTA!! We love you guys. Love,
the ALPHA GAMS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
TOM, GREG and FRED; It's
Playoffs and we have made ii this
far. Thanx for all your hard work.
Luv-The ALPHA GAM FOOTBALL
_ _ FOXES!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
ALPHA GAMS-ONCE AGAIN we
have proven who is #1. Great· Job
with Homecoming 1992.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
THANK YOU TO THE LADIES
OF DELTA ZETA ON A GREAT
HOMECOMING. LOVE, THE
MEN OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON.
..,---,--,--,-,-,-=--=,,-,,-,...,--,,---,,--' 10/13
J. J. LUSSENHOP: Congratulations on being TRI-SIGMA SISTER OF THE MONTH!! Thank
you for everything you've done
for us-We love you!! Sigma
lov·e, your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
THE WINNERS DURING HOMECOMING 1992-SPIRIT OF THE
GAMES!! LOVE, THE WOMEN
. OF SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
-~~------10/13
LAMBDA (Lambda Lambda)
CHIS: Thanks for a ShamROCKIN' Homecoming! We had
a blast-You guys are the best!!
Love, the TRl-SIGMAS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13

THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS
The Link Between
"Jh~ World and

ANGIE BISHOP: Get ready for
tonight! Your mommy loves you
very much.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
HEIDI MATALAS: Hey you beautiful Sig Kap babel You're doing
an awesome job-keep up the
good work! Mama's watching. Sig
Kap Love, ????
--.,,---------10/13
Kate, Farrah, Tara, Christy, and
Tricia: You're the best roomies
and sisters. I love you guys so
much! Thank you for everything
during my activation. Sig Kap
love, Heidi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
COLLEEN FEENEY: My beautiful
babey, I hope you're excited
about tonight! I am! Be good. Sig
Kap Love, ?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Sigma Kappa Babysnakes: Be at
the house at 6:30 sharp to meet
your mommies!- We love our
babies-Krissy and Jenny
..,-------~--,...,...--10/13
Jennifer Behrens-Your momma
can't wait Iii tonight!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
The MEN OF PI KAPPA ALPHA
would like to thank the LADIES
OF SIGMA KAPPA for making
our homecoming the best one
ever!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to thank all the ladies
that attended the 1st Annual Pike
Homecoming dance.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Shane-Happy Birthday! Have a
good one! See you out tonight!
Love-Sadie and Beth
=---.,....---,.--..,----,.10/13
Shane-ls it true Dells do it better?
What a great day to be born!
Meet me out and we'll do shots!
From one birthday person to
another. Happy Birthday!! LoveSADIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Happy Birthday Puddin-Love,
Dad
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
To my BEAUTIFUL daughterJULIE SIMONS-I can't wait until I
can take you out tonight! Sig Kap
love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13

HOLLY WITBRACHT of Sigma
Kappa: ·Get psyched for Mom's
Night! Can you guess who I am?
Sig Kap Love, Mom

--------~10/13

Nancy Randi, Get psyched for
tonight-Your mommy loves you!
Sig Kap love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
HEY "CHICK MAGNET" Did anyone ever tell you when your good
you make your own luck? Happy
Late 21st BIRTHDAY! NOW
STAY OUT OF TROUBLE!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
To my beautiful daughter Cindy
Veiling. I can't wait til tonight. Sig
Kap love, Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
SHANNON CROWLEY, Hey, my
beautiful baby! Are you ready for
tonight? Your mama's so excited
to see you!

=-~--.,..--..,------10/13

PIKES: Thanks for the great time
during the unusual circumstances
with Homecoming. We love you
guys-You're the greatest! Sig Kap
love
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 10/13
SHANNON CASEY: Thank you
for being the best mama I could
ask for-you 're so awesome . I
miss you! Sig Kap love and mine,
Heidi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
WIN WITH WARREN . William
"Bill" Warren for State Senate.
Chicken dinner and all the fixin's
fundraiser. VFW Post 1592, 1821
201h Street, Charleston, IL. Tuesday Oct. 13 5 pm-8:30. Student
donation only $7.50. So come out
and meet Bill Warren for State
Senate. Paid for by Friends for
Bill Warren.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Amy Hershey : Your mommy
loves you and can 't wait for
tonight!! Sig Kap Love, Mom
=-~-------10/13
PIKES: I'm so honored to be reelected as your dreamgirl! I'm so
excited for another great
semester!! Thanks again!! You're
all the best! LOVE, KELLIE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
HAPPY BIRTHDAY STERLING
TABOR!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13

STERLING TABER Can't Believe
You're finally lega! Have a great
birthday! Love ya Lots!! Catie
.
10/13
JOHN FLETCHER: I know you
love my lipstick and hair, but
STOP TRYING TO KISS MEI DZ
love, Tamara
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
KEVIN ST. ANGEL; I had a blast
at PIKE Homecoming DANCEi
You are a great date! DZ love,
TAMARA P.S. Than ks for the
rose! You guys are truly gentlemen!

~=--,-,--=.,,.,...,,....,,-10/13

PATTIE VAN MIERLO-See you
tonight daughter...Sig Kap Love,
Mom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Chad Yates of Delta Chi, Don't
forget Tuesday we'll make it official. It's too late to back out now.
Your AGS, Kerrie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
To the MEN of SIGMA PHI
EPSILON-We enjoyed doing
Homecoming with all of you. We
appreciate your dedication . We
love you guys , and you wil l
always have a special place in all
of the turtles hearts. Love the
LADIES of DELTA ZETA

~-~-----~10/13

SIG EPS-Thank you for the hot
cocoa at the float. We would love
to party with you anytime! Love,
the DEEZEES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Delta Zeta would like to congratulate all of the organizations for
their awards during Homecoming.
Great Job!
------~--10/13
AMY DOWSON and JOANNE
GUENNEWIG-Your Delta Zeta
sisters thank you for your great
job during Homecoming week.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Laurie, Happy Birthday girl! Nasty
Girls Rule cause we hate FISH!!
Luv, Jeni, Kory and Marcy. ChaChing!
,.,.-,..,,--,-,-,--,--=--,,..,..---,-,--10/13
Heidi, Heidi Sulkko-Your a good
egg at heart! Thanks for putting
up with me last week! Your the
bst roommate and friend! AGO
love, Steph
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13

Calvin and Hobbes
I'M NOT GOING
TO DO t-A.i MAI\-\
\..\OME.WORI( .

DELTA CHIS: Hapr·1 Founder's ·
Day! Homecoming 1as a blast.
Get ready to party tonight. Love
Jen P.S. Thanks for choosing me.
as your Sweetheart. I'm very honored.
~---,-_,.---,~---,..,,10/13
Congratulations Alpha Phi's and
Delta Chi's on second place in
the flat bed division! We worked
hard and had fun!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
Alpha Garns #1: Way to show
your SPIRIT throughout HOMECOMING! You guys are the best.
Luv, Tracy Kuhn
_ _ _ __ __ _ _ 10/13
ASA's: Thanks for making our 1st
homecoming a great one. The
KDR's
..,.-,---~,....,.--...,......--10/13
Alec and Chippy-It was great
working with you guys!! Thanks
for making our last Homecoming
the best!! Tool belt Love Steph
and Jen
..,.,--,---o=-----.,--=-..,.-,--=10/13
Alpha Garns and Dells-Thanks
for all your hard work during
Homecoming!! You guys are the
best! Jen and Steph
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
To Hoss and Glazer: Thank You
for the "BIG HAIR AWARD." I will
cherish my can of AQUA NET.
DZ LOVE, JEN
~~~~-~.,..,,.,.,--.,..,..,10/13
WIN WITH WARR EN . William
"Bill" Warren for State Senate.
Chicken dinner and all the fixin's
fundraiser. VFW Post 1592. 1821
20th Street, Charleston, IL. Tuesday Octo. 13, 5 pm-8:30. Student
donation only $7.50. So come out
and meet Bill Warren for State
Senate. Paid for by Friends for
Bill Warren
~~~-=c==~--10/13
STACEY SPRIET: Your morn is
very excited to have you. See you
tonight. Love ya kiddo!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/13
JOALICE OARD: I can't wait to
see my beautiful baby tonight. Sig
Kap love, your mommy!
=---=-._.,,.---,--,.--~~~1 O/t3.
The Daily Eastern News classified ads will work for you! Call
581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ha-00

by Bill Watterson
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Traub's
success
continues

Decision on basebal
Giants draws closer
NEW YORK (AP) - Baseball's
San Francisco soap opera moved
closer to a resolution Monday as
local bidders for the Giants met
with National League president
Bill White while Tampa Bay officials, increasingly impatient with
the whole saga, watched and waited.
The bidders, headed by Peter
Magowan, chairman, president
and chief executive officer of
Safeway Stores, submitted a $95
million offer to purchase the team
from Bob Lurie and keep it in San
Francisco.
"It is a firm, credible offer from
a strong local group of investors,
made up almost entirely of local
people," Magowan said.
It also is $20 million less than
the offer Lurie accepted from
Tampa Bay in August.
"The $95 million is our offer,"
Magowan said. "We are not able
to do any better. It is a credible
offer. When you look at the sales
this year of Houston, Seattle and
Detroit teams and the prices of the
expansion teams, it's a fair offer."
The Mariners were sold for about
$100 million, the Tigers for about
$80 million. The Astros deal is

not yet complete and includes
estate properties. Expansi
teams in Miami and Denver
$95 million for their franchises.
The league said the offer wo
be reviewed and referred to
other owners. Still pending,
course, is Lurie 's deal with Ta
Bay. Any sale woul d requi
approval by 10 of 14 Natio
League teams and eight of 1
American League teams.
Magowan said the invest
had no firm stadium plan in pi
Voters have rejected propo
to build a stadium to repla
Candlestick Park, home of
Giants, four times.
"We have a commitment
the mayor to help us get a s
um," he said.
Mayor Frank Jordan, w
arrived at the NL offices w
after the meeting between
and the investors began, said
hoped to get a new stadium
through "a public-private p
ship." The mayor said previ
stadium proposals had fail
because they were based on
lie funding.
"This public-private conceix
the way to go," he said.

Sophomore Shannon Casey sets the ball to either Beth Foster, who is a
middle hitter, or to Shelly Stuckwisch, who is an outside hitter. The
Lady Panthe.rs swept a pair of weekend Mid-Continent matches
against the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee and University of
• From page 12
Wisconsin at Green Bay.
In his second season sporting a
Tournament team on September her were too high.
Panther uniform, Dee spot-started
"Kim's a great person and she and ended the season with 56 total
5.
Traub's play which coach really gets the re spect s he tackles.
Betty Ralston termed as "consis- deserve s from her teammates.
Dee is a product of Springfield
tent all season," became the first She's a great volleyball player," Griffin High School. Spoo said Dee
was a highly touted player out of
middle-hitter in Eastern 's histo- Ralston added.
ry to record 20-plus kills (21)
The Lady Panthers which are high school. He earned national
and over 20 digs (26) as she did coming off successive victories recognition during his senior year
in a match against Illinois- against Wisconsin-Green Bay on by being tabbed as honorable mention all-american.
Chicago recently.
Saturday and Wisconsin"That school, year-in and yearHowever, this year more than Milwaukee on Friday, travel to out, is successful," Spoo said of
ever, according to Ralston, De Kalb this Friday to take on Springfield Griffin. "We knew we
Traub has really stepped up to first place rival Northern were getting a good product comthe challenge for the Lady Illinois.
ing from that school. He was
The Huskies, coached by Pete recruited by other Gateway
Panthers.
"Last year, Kim started the Waite, have already defeated Conference schools and fortunately
season strong; she was named to Eastern this year here at McAfee for us he chose to come to Eastern."
Panther Record Notethe All-Tournament team at the Gym.
Akron Tournament," Ralston
On Saturday, Eastern will play book•Sophomore running back Bill
said. "But, her player tapered in Macomb against Juli Kartel Korosec, with his three touchdowns
last weekend against the Indiana
off a little, especially at the and her Western Illinois
State Sycamores, has nine touchhome matches. It was probably Westerwinds.
downs on the season. The season
because of the expectations of
record is 17 TD's in a season,

Dan Dee
which was set by Roy Banks
1984.
•Senior Jason Caldwell, who
in his first season punting, is a
aging 41.9 yards per punt. The
Angeles Raiders' Jeff Gossett a
aged 43 yards per punt at Eastern
1977, which is still the sch
record.

By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

Lady Panther Kim Traub
continues to pile up the awards
recently being named as the
Rawlings/Mid-Continent
Conference women's "Athlete
of the Month" for September.
Because of the award, Traub
holds a special place in Eastern
athletic history. She becomes
the first female athlete to ever
be named as "Athlete of the
Month" in the newly formed
Mid-Con.
"This is a tremendous
award," volleyball coach Betty
Ralston said. "She has the
statistics to back up her honor.
This certainly is a big deal for
us (the volleyball team).
Speaking of statistics,
Traub's name is probably plastered among almost all MidCon conference volleyball leaders. She is tops in the conference in hitting percentage at
.368 and kills per contest at 4.3,
has already been named "Player
of the Week" three times
through the young season.
The junior middle-hitter is
also ranked 2nd in the Mid-Con
in blocks per game at 1.36.
Traub has recorded double-figures in kills in 11 of 13 matches
during the month of September.
- Ralston said that it is definitely obvious that Traub is overly
responsible for the Lady
Panthers great turnaround (7-1
in conference) of 1992.
"We need Kim on the court as
much as possible," Ralston said.
"If she got hurt, that would just
be a devastating loss. We need
her to remain healthy and keep
on playing the way she has."
Already, Traub has set two
school record s for the Lady
Panther volleyball team. She
made nine solo blocks and 14
total blocks in the first match of
the season against Indiana State.
Traub has also been named to
the Purdue Premier1 All-

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff photographer

Dee

Tuesday at

U\iarty's
Bacon cheeseburger
w/fries $ l .99

$1.25 bottles
Tonite: 2 pizza slices
for $1
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oster steps out of shadow to help team
By JEFF GLADE
Staff Writer
The Eastern volleyball team
continued its winning ways with a
air of dominating wins over
isconsin-Green Bay and
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and senior
th Foster led the way with 19
'ls, 15 digs, seven blocks and a
19 hitting percentage ... all of
ich was enough to earn her the
tern News Athlete of the Week.
"I just seemed to be getting my
'ts down well all weekend," said
ster. "It all comes down to get. g good passes and good sets.
y put the ball where it needed
be when it had to be there."
Foster did the damage in limited
e, playing in only seven of the
coach Betty

Ralston took advantage of the situation to give her bench some playing time.
"The wins this weekend were
dominating, which made it hard
for anybody to build up any stats,"
said Ralston. "Beth came through
when she had to though, coming
up with 11 kills against Green Bay
to lead the team.
"Kim is basically a blocker, and
we use her as a defensive specialist
a lot," continued Ralston. "She has
really stepped up and added
offense to her game, and has been
steady all year for us."
"The offense surprised me a little bit, but Green Bay was not a
strong blocking team," said Foster.
"I could just seem to predict what
was going to happen and where
they were going to go."

The whole team has been playing under the shadow of star Kim
Traub, who was just named MidContinent Conference Player of
the Month for September, and is
leading the team in virtually every
offensive category. Foster feels
that Traub makes playing that
much better for the rest of the
squad.
"I really look up to Kim a lot,"
said Foster. "She just makes it easier for the rest of us to play,
because everybody concentrates
on her. That frees the rest of the
team up, which gives us the
chance to step up and help. Now
that we have played everyone else
in the conference once, and they
know how important she is to us,
everybody will really key on her
now."
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Shirts $3. 00
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eng comes up with big play for Panthers
A football game can rarely be
ced to a single play, but
turday's homecoming football
'n over Indiana State did just
at. Kevin Zeng blocked a
camore field goal attempt as
· e expired to preserve a 31-28
tern win, and earned himself
tern News Athlete of the Week
ors.
'This has to be the biggest play
e ever made," said Zeng of his
ock. "Once in high school, I
ed a fumble 69-yards for a
re as time expired, but being
ecorning and the game on the
nothing could compare with

wholeheartedly agreed, saying that
this may be the play to get the
team turned around.
"We needed that play a lot,"
said Spoo. "I'm sure when he
(Sycamore coach Dennis Raetz)
decided to go for the field goal, it
was more or less based on the fact
that they had no losses in the conference thus far. They had to figure
a tie was better than a loss.
"It was a block we practice
every week in practice, and Kevin
was just able to get penetration.
The ball being a yard closer (it was
six yards behind line of scrimmage
instead of the usual seven) than it
was supposed to be may have
helped, but he drove in far enough
to get his arms up and get a hand
on the ball," added Spoo. "It was
one of those plays that can turn a

season around for a team."
The original scheme of the play
didn't have Zeng getting in to stop
the kick, but he feels the ball being
a yard closer made all the difference in the world to the success of
the play.
"We have what we call 'screamers', who are speedsters on the
edge of the line, who are supposed
to fly in and get the kick. I'm just
supposed to try and collapse the
line and give them room to get in,"
said Zeng. "The ball being in a
yard made a lot of difference
because it made the kick lower and
made me that much closer to the
ball. I just kept pushing and pushing and then threw my arms up as
they kicked the ball. I guess I was
just lucky to get a piece of the
ball."

TERRIFIC
Tuesdays!
DINNER FOR THREE:

$4.99
'

+TAX

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
WITH 32 oz. OF PEPSI
Tuesdays ONLY ..

348-1626
677 Lincoln
Charleston
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8 pm Oct 15-1 7,
22-24
2 pm Oct 18, 25
in the studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EI U Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110

for Reservations
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Henderson
helps keep
A's alive

..
'
J;,,
KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff photographer

Eastern's split end Mike Rummell trys to evade Indiana States' free safety Kenneth Mullen during the Panthers 31-28 victory Saturday afternoon.
The Panthers have a 3-3 overall record and 1-2 conference mark.

OT Dan Dee provides consistency
By KEITH FARROLL
~~§Q@~w~ §1'!9rt§ 13diter

Going into the s~on, the Panther defensive unit was labeled as young
and inexperienced, but one exception to that is senior Dan Dee.
Eastern coach Bob Spoo said he hoped Dee's consistency and leadership would be followed by the younger players.
"There is no question that Dan is very stable and very reliable," Spoo
said. "He puts out ·a great effort on every snap and he is just a guy we
count on to do the job.
"I think one of the roles Dan needed to play was to set an example that
the players could emulate; to watch him and see how he prepares."
Spoo added that Dee's size and work ethic are the keys to his success.
"He is one of -the few guys that has the size that we are looking for,"
Spoo said of the 6-foot 2-inch 250-pounder. "Dan has come a long way. At
one point he was the strongest player on team. He's worked hard to get
where he's at. He has done everything it takes to make himself a football

player. He is very dependable and we can count on him all the time."
On the season, Dee, who is a defensive tackle, is the team's leading
tackler with 55 and is on pace to break last year's 84 take downs. He has
recorded two quarterback sacks and swatted away two pass attempts this
season.
Spoo said that Dee started to make a name for himself last season when
he was a full-time player. He was the team's leading tackler from a year
ago and from his play was voted this year onto the preseason Gateway
Football Conference's all conference team.
"Towards the end of last year he started to become a big-time player and
it carried on," Spoo said. "And this spring, I really noticed him take charge
because of the role he was in. But I'm sure last year helped him a great
deal with him playing quite a bit."
Dee will be earning his fourth letter this season. He played sparingly his
freshman year behind all-american and present Green Bay Packer John
Jurkovich.

•Continued on page JO

Socc::er team looks to salvage season
By RYAN GIUSil

increasing their Mid-Continent
Conference mark to 3-1-1. This
has given Mosnia and the
With the Eastern soccer season Panthers some hope of salvaging
about half finished, coach Cizo the season.
Mosnia ·looks back on the
After a two-game tournament
Panthers' first fo games as being in Charlotte, N.C. this weekend,
frustrating and in~·onsistent. But Eastern will have five games
with a ·month left in the season, remaining including four at
he said he is optfmistic that his . home. Two of these games are
team
finish strong.
against Mid-Con opponents,
Eastern (3-5-2 overall) opened Wisconsin-Green Bay and
the seaso.n again·st some tough Illinois-Chicago and Mosnia
competiiion, facing three top 20 views these as big games.
Division I teams and Sangamon
"Right now I think our biggest
State, which was ranked as high games will be our conference
as fourth in the N AIA. The games," Mosnia said. "With our
Panthers were hoping to surprise record at the moment it's imporsome of these teams but lost to tant to win the games this weekall of them, resulting in a 1-4-1 end, but I think what's more
start.
important is the conference
"I thought we would be closer games."
to .500 realistically," Mosnia
Eastern plays UI-C on Oct. 23
said. "Talent-wise, I knew exact- and UWGB on Nov. 1 to wrap up
ly who the kids were. It's just Mid-Con play.
that I didn't know some of the
Two things that led to
mistakes were going to be made Eastem's slow start, according to
so consistently."
Mosnia, have been lack of pracBut since the disappointing tice time and inconsistent play.
start, the Panthers have shown
"We haven't been able to pracsome life going 2-1-1 and tice very much at all," Mosnia

Staff writer

·

will

CizoMosnia
said. "So we haven't been able to
correct all of the problems that
we have. With the mental and the
physical problems you have, if
you don't practice, they'll creep
up on you."
Inconsistency has also been a
problem for the Panthers,
although Mosnia said he has seen
some improvement lately.
"The last two games we played
basically the same way," Mosnia

said. "The first half wasn't that
great and the second half was
good. And there's a consistency
there because at least now we
know we are in trouble in the
first half and we can try to do
something about that problem."
Mosnia said his team is working on correcting what problems
they have as they battle for the
Mid-Con title.
"They realize that the chances
are there, they're making some
little mistakes and with just a little bit of concentration it would
make things a little bit better for
them," Mosnia said.
Despite the sub .500 record,
Mosnia said the Panthers have
not lowered their heads.
"I think we have a pretty good
attitude and no one has given
up," Mosnia said. "I think they
want to do well and if someone is
going to beat them, they want to
feel that the other team is better
than we are. Next year with the
experience these new guys have
and their attitude, I think they
can go in positively and turn
things around."

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
The Toronto Blue Jays tried the'
darndest to catch Ricke
Henderson.
They tried to get him at fi
base, and threw the ball int
right field. They tried to get h"
at third base, and threw it in
left.
No, the Blue Jays never qui
caught Henderson on Monda
and they didn't catch up wi
Dave Stewart or the Oaklan
Athletics, either. Instead, the A
bounced back from a devasta ·
defeat a day earlier and be
Toronto 6-2, closing their defi ·
in the AL playoffs to 3-2.
"I think now the catcher·
more afraid of me getting o
base than the pitcher,
Henderson said.
~ickey rattled all of the BI
Jay's, actually. So much so that'
the seventh inning, coach Ge
Tenace was ejected when h
bolted from the dugout, and
to be held back by manager Ci
Gaston, to argue a checke
swing on a 1-2 pitch.
Henderson watched the di
pute with mild bemusement,
singled on the next pitch.
then left for a pinch runn
because of a tight hamstring,
exited with a smile, and to
standing ovation.
"I think early in the series,
was trying to do too much, I
quick," Henderson said. "No
I'm just trying to let the team
it and trying to help out.'
Henderson had plenty of su
port. Ruben Sierra hit a twohomer in the first inning th
began David Cone's demise a
chased him with an RBI single·
the fifth.
Jerry Browne, back in th
lineup at third base becaus
Camey Lansford was too bang
up to play, went 4 for 4, drove·
two runs and scored twice.
Henderson, Browne an
Sierra, the top three hitters in
lineup, had all eight o
Oakland's hits and combined
score five runs and drive in fiv
Henderson scored twice, an
both were exact examples o
what the Athletics affectionate
call "a Rickey run" - the kind
creates by himself.
Added up, it gave the A's a
1 lead after six innings. That w
exactly the score by which the
led Game 4 before Toront
stunned Denpis Eckersley an
shocked Oakland for a 7-6 victory in 11 innings.
"Last night, I was sitting
home, thinking there was no ju
tice in baseball," A's manag
Tony LaRussa said. "Today,
there was justice. For Stewart to
be on the mound at the end with
a complete-game victory, that's
the way the script should've
worked." This time, the A's did
not let it get away as Stewart
improved to 6-0 lifetime in the
playoffs. After getting a no-deci·
sion in Game 1, Oakland's big·
game ace came back and allowed
seven hits, walking three an
striking out five.

